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A powerful new Canadian facility
for a broad range of particle and

nuclear physics studies

"There is no excellent beauty that

hath not some strangeness

in the proportion." -Francis Bacon

TRANGENESS WILL CERTAINLY BE AVAILABLE IN PROFUSION at the
KAON Factory, in the form of intense beams of kaons, the lightest particles
carrying the strange quark-and through KAON we look forward to much
beautiful physics. But this new 30 GeV, 100 ,uA facility, to be built at TRIUMF
in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, will be a factory for more than kaons.
It will also produce beams of antinucleons, hyperons, pions, muons, and:.
-neutrinos, 100 times more intense, or cleaner, than are availabei3'-E.g:; '.
now-hence the acronym Kaon-Antiproton-Otherhadron-. :

kN eutrino Factory. The existing 500 MeV H- cyclotron .. i.--3 .. i

at TRIUMF will provide the required 100 gA injector.;...
To .accelerate this intense beam to 30 GeV will re-iy ;

ire-an interleaved sequence of two fast-cycling , .'

synchrotrons and three storage rings, with some r S j^

novel design features. One-third of the construc-
tion costsf(Cdn $708 million) has been promised .

by Britis olumbia, the second third has re-
cently been,-o reytm e government of Canada,
and it now remainsto sere the ped e apreviousy' 0

made by other countri Un StathiesIfi W»
following the model used infninanign HE A. -ii : .9-^^^^
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<2x1- 10 , B.R. (KO ->i) < 1

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

THE MUCH MORE INTENSE, or pure,
beams of secondary particles men-
tioned above will make possible a
broad range of particle and nuclear
physics studies on the "precision
frontier," complementary to the
"energy frontier." Major areas of
investigation will be rare decay
modes of kaons, CP violation, meson
and baryon spectroscopy, meson and
baryon interactions, neutrino scat-
tering and oscillations, quark struc-
ture of nuclei, properties of hyper-
nuclei, K+ and p scattering from
nuclei, and polarization effects.

The improved low-energy pion
and muon beams will also greatly
enhance the existing programs in
muon spin resonance and cancer ther-
apy. The range of physics that can be
studied at KAON is very large, and
only some of the highlights can be
touched on here.

0.8 Rare Decay and CP Violation

The basic motivation for studying
rare and forbidden kaon decay pro-

mva matrix
experi- cesses is still very strong. Theexpenr-

ire emphasis will continue to be on
-> rvv) attacking many of the same issues
.5x10 9 ]. addressed at the energy frontier of

the high energy colliders, by search-
ing for processes forbidden in the
Standard Model and looking for rare
processes that are sensitive to the
effects of virtual heavy particles. At
KAON one can envisage experiments
with sufficient sensitivity to probe
such processes at a level that will
critically test the Standard Model
predictions. Although the main
emphasis is on looking for physics
beyond the Standard Model, one can
also gain important information from

K decay experiments on the param-
eters inside the Standard Model. This
information can be used to make
predictions of increasing accuracy
for various processes, as our knowl-
edge of the Standard Model param-
eters and hadronic corrections
improves. The experimental meas-
urement of the rate for these proces-
ses then becomes a more sensitive
test of the Standard Model.

A prime example of such a process
is K+ -> + vv, one of the few second-
order weak processes where reliable
calculations can be confronted by
experiment. Although this decay
mode has not yet been seen, an experi-
ment to search for it is now under
way at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory AGS. The predicted
branching ratio is so small (2x10-10)
that even if the decay is unambigu-
ously detected at Brookhaven, an
accurate measurement must await
the more intense beams which will
become available at the KAON
Factory. Such a measurement would
provide an important constraint on
the two least well-known of the
Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix
elements (p and 77) as indicated in the
drawing above.

A second example is the CP-
violating decay KO -> n°VV, pre-
dictedby the Standard Model to occur
with a branching ratio of a fewtimes
10- 11. Since the direct Cp-violating
term is a thousand times larger than
the indirect term, the observation of
even a single unambiguous event of
this type at the predicted level would
confirm the existence of direct CP
violation, a process whose existence
is still uncertain in spite of many
years of heroic experimentation. A
measurement of the branching ratio
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would immediately give the value of
the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing
matrix element A7, which is respon-
sible for CP violation in the Standard
Model.

In both the examples cited above,
the long-range effects are small, so
that QCD corrections are much easier
to handle than is usually the case in
kaon decay, allowing sensitive tests
of the Standard Model to be made
that are relatively free of theoretical
ambiguity.

Kaon decays that are forbidden in
the Standard Model, such as KL -->ie
,have been the subject of numerous
experiments because their discovery
would immediately signal new phys-
ics, in particular the existence of
new forces whose quanta mediate
the decay (such as neutral Higgs,
horizontal gauge bosons, lepto-
quarks or supersymmetric particles).
KAON will be able to probe their
existence even if they are a thousand
times as heavy as the W and Z, with
a sensitivity unequaled in experi-
ments done so far (see the table at
the top of the page).

Neutrino Physics
The Standard Model assumes that

neutrinos are left handed while anti-
neutrinos are right handed, both
being massless, and that neutrinos
are point-like, with zero charge and
magnetic moment, and only partici-
pate in the weak interaction. There
is no known general principle that
requires strict masslessness for
electrically neutral fermions, how-
ever, and non-vanishing neutrino
masses arise naturally in most
extensions to the Standard Model. If
neutrinos have finite mass, then they
can oscillate from one generation to

Process

KLO -ue
KL° -- > #/
KLO - ee
K' -> 7rfe-

IA -> eA

Higgs
Branching Scalars

Ratio (GeV/c 2)

<3.3x10-1 1

7.6x10-9

<1.2x10-10
<2.1x10- 10
<4.6x1 0-12

19
4.7
14
1.7
22

another, although no such oscilla-
tions have yet been seen.

The neutrino beams that will be
available at KAON, two orders of
magnitude more intense than at other
facilities, will enable many of these
assumptions about the properties of
neutrinos to be tested. For example,
neutrino-electron scattering can be
used to search for interactions that
change the handedness of the lep-
tons and are thus forbidden in the
Standard Model. The same reaction
can be used to look for evidence of
neutrino charge and magnetic mo-
ment, both of which have astrophysi-
cal implications. The search for neu-
trino oscillations could be pushed to
unprecedented levels of sensitivity
(see graph at right) since the neutrino
intensity from KAON would enable
much longer baseline experiments
(up to 100 km) to be performed. The
relatively high flux of neutrinos
above 3.5 GeV gives the possibility
of searching for vu -> vz oscillations
(see graph on next page).

Neutrino-proton scattering will
also be a topic of great interest, since
it has the potential to give new
information on the weak axial-vector
form factor and on the heavy quark
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content of the nucleon. This latter is
of great current interest as a result of
the SMC experiment at CERN that
seems to imply that the strange-quark
content of the proton is much higher
than expected.

Hadron Spectroscopy

Because the quark model remains
the most useful tool in understand-
ing hadron spectroscopy, it is rea-
sonable to divide spectroscopy into
.nnventional iuark model statpes (in%_11%- V 11 W11 |CC1 '1 C$1 \ LI X %- 1 JL.L s a o 1

10-1 100 which mesons are quark-antiquark
pairs and baryons consist of three
quarks) and exotic gluonic and multi-

3rameters. quark (four or more) states.
As far as conventional quark

model states are concerned, many
more states are predicted than have
been observed. At least part of the
reason for this state of affairs is that
the states are often broad and over-
lapping, they can and often do mix,
and there is the possibility of exotic
gluonic and multi-quark states in
the spectrum. Recent experimenta-

J _ __1_ _ _ 1_ _ __ _ _ _ _ j ---__ - __

non nas oeen aimea at trying to un-
tangle this confused state of affairs
and establish whether or not exotic
gluonic and multiquark states exist.
KAON has the potential to play a
leading role in the future develop-
ment of this subject. It will make
available intense beams of pions,
kaons and antiprotons with unprec-
edented purity and momenta up to
20 GeV/c. The possible discovery of

)0 800 a glueball state, made entirely of
gluons, is but one example of the
potential of KAON to profoundly af-

7 nuclear fect our understanding of the strong
interactions.

Antiproton Physics

Present plans for the experimen-
tal facilities available at KAON do
not include an antiproton accumula-
tor or storage ring, at least initially,
though space has been left to add
them later. Nevertheless KAON
could deliver antiproton beams with
intensities in the range of 106 to 108
per second at momenta between
500 MeV/c and several GeV/c. These
intensities would be quite competi-
tive with other antiproton facilities
such as LEAR, except at momenta
below 500 MeV/c. In particular, the
energy regime above the maximum
LEAR energy of 2 GeV/c is relatively
unexplored. It thus appears that a
rich and varied program of physics
could be carried out with antipro-
tons at KAON, encompassing hadron
spectroscopy, tests of fundamental
symmetries, studies of the nucleon-
antinucleon force and use of the an-
tiproton as a nuclear probe.

Nuclear Physics

The basic aim of the nuclear phys-
ics program at KAON will be to shed
light on non-perturbative QCD and
its relation to conventional nuclear
physics. The 1970s and 1980s saw
the issue of mesonic exchange cur-
rents and 'non-nucleon' exotic par-
ticles in nuclei emerge, with the role
of 7is and A's as nuclear constituents.
Now and in the near future we see
the question of the role of quarks in
nuclei come to the forefront, i.e.,
what are the relevant degrees of free-
dom in nuclei? Can we continue to
think of nuclei as made up of protons
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and neutrons (with a few 7's and A's
thrown in), or are there nuclear phe-
nomena which will force us to take
the underlying quarks and gluons
into account explicitly? At KAON,
intense beams of K+, the most weakly
interacting of the hadrons (see figure
bottom left), could be used to probe
the inner regions of the nucleus. This
is a promising technique which has
not been made use of in the past
because of the feeble beams of kaons
hitherto available.

A second example is the study of
hypernuclei, in which a strange quark
is deposited in the nucleus in the
form of a A or Z particle. The A
hypernuclei are well established, but
the existence of Z hypernuclei, par-
ticularly in long-lived states, is
fraught with controversy and awaits
better experiments. The possibility
of forming "double" hypernuclei,
containing two strange quarks, is an
even more exciting prospect opened
up by KAON. The study of such states,
if they exist, will require the most
intense possible beams of kaons, but
could provide information about, for
instance, the AA force, that can be
obtained in no other way.

THE FACILITIES

THE TRIUMF H- CYCLOTRON, which
routinely delivers 150 gA beams at
500 MeV, provides a ready-made and
reliable injector for KAON. It will be
followed by two fast-cycling synchro-
trons, interleaved with three storage
rings for time matching. The dia-
gram above right shows the general
site layout, with the A and B rings in

the Booster tunnel and the C, D and
E rings in the main tunnel. The illus-
tration on the next page indicates
the time sequence of beam pulses
through the five rings.

The initial Accumulator ring
gradually accumulates the regular
23 MHz stream of beam bunches pro-
duced by the cyclotron in forty no-
tional "buckets" around the circum-
ference. The process is similar to
filling a moving circular train of box-
cars from regularly spaced piles on a
conveyor belt. It continues for 20 ms,
time enough for about 20,000 orbits
of the ring. Liouvillean prohibitions
on continually injecting into the
same region of phase space are avoid-
ed by stripping the H- beam from the
cyclotron into a circulating beam of
protons. Finally the forty bunches
are transferred to the Booster, which
has the same circumference.

In the next 10 ms the Booster
synchrotron accelerates the beam
bunches from 74% to 97% the speed
of light, increasing their energy six-
fold to 3 GeV. The use of a booster
stage reduces the cost of the whole
system. Because the beam shrinks in

Proposed layout of the accelerators,
showing cross sections through the
tunnels.
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Energy-time plot showing the progress
of the beam through the five rings.

diameter during acceleration it
enables the magnets in the much
longer 30 GeV synchrotron to be sig-
nificantly reduced in size and cost. It
also reduces the complexity and cost
of the radiofrequency accelerating
system by restricting the problem of
providing a large frequency rise,
matching that in velocity, to the
Booster, a small ring where only a
low radiofrequency voltage is
required (750 kV).

The Collector is a fixed-energy
ring in the main tunnel, five times
longer than the Booster, used to col-
lect five successive bunch trains from
it end-to-end over aperiod of 100 ms.
Special radiofrequency cavities are
used to lengthen the bunches and
avoid the microwave instabilities
that would otherwise be expected at
full intensity.

The Driver synchrotron is located
immediately beneath the Collector
and is used to accelerate the 200-
bunch train assembled there from
3 GeV to 30 GeV. The speed of the
protons increases from 97% to
99.95% of the speed of light and the
frequency of the accelerating voltage
(2,550 kV) must also increase by 3 %.
The bunch train extracted from the
Driver is about 3 gs long and can be
used directly for neutrino experi-

ments, for which sharp pulses are
desirable in order to better distin-
guish real signals from background.

For experiments with strongly in-
teracting particles, like kaons, pions
and antiprotons, a sharp pulse would
produce too many simultaneous in-
teractions, indistinguishable from one
another. For these the beam is trans-
ferred to the Extender. This is a delib-
erately imperfect storage ring from
which the protons are gradually ex-
tracted into the main experimental
hall over the full 100 ms cycle time.

This functional separation of ac-
celeration and storage allows the
Booster and Driver rings to run con-
tinuous acceleration cycles without
flat bottoms or flat tops, thus provid-
ing maximum intensity and 100%
duty factor. The other major differ-
ence from existing machines in this
energy range is the fast cycling rate:
50 Hz for B and 10 Hz for D, com-
pared to -0.5 Hz for the Brookhaven
AGS or CERN PS. This increase is
necessary in order to achieve the
greater intensity desired, because the
number of protons storable per pulse
is already at the limit (a few x 1013)
set by space-charge defocusing ef-
fects, for reasonable magnet apertures.

The high intensity and recordbeam
power (3 MW) have influenced the
design in many ways. Highly efficient
collimation systems have been de-
signed for each of the rings, and lossy
processes have been avoided or mini-
mized in the design. For instance, H-
stripping is used for injection, bunches
are transferred from bucket to bucket
between rings, the buckets are never
filled more than 60%, transition is
kept above the acceleration range to
avoid both beam dynamic and rf beam-
loading problems, and a highly effi-
cient three-element slow extraction
system is planned.

To provide the long straight sec-
tion for the slow extraction system,
a racetrack-shaped lattice is used in
the Extender. Simulations indicate
that the spills can be kept below
0.2%. Similar lattices and tunes are
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used for the rings in each tunnel-a
natural choice providing structural
simplicity, similar magnet apertures
and straightforward matching for
beam transfer. Separated-function
magnet lattices are used, with the
dispersion modulated so as to lower
its mean value and keep transition
above top energy. The reference de-
signs for the A and B rings are almost
circular, with superperiodicities of 3
and 6 respectively, although racetrack
designs are also being investigated.

Because the number of protons
stored is similar, beam stability prob-
lems are expected to be similar in
scope to those in existing machines.
The rapid-cycling rate tends to push
the challenges towards the hardware.
Fortunately, experience with rapid-
cycling synchrotrons is available from
electron and low-energy proton ma-
chines, such as the Argonne IPNS,
Fermilab Booster, and especially the
800 MeV 165 MA ISIS at Rutherford.
Prototype construction and testing
has been an important component of
the preparations for KAON over the
last three years.In this we have been
supported by an $11 million pre-
construction study.

Under this program, prototype
dipole and quadrupole magnets for
the Booster have been built, powered
at 50 MHz and had their fields mea-
sured. A novel power supply allows
the resonant frequency to be switched
between 33 Hz and 100 Hz each
cycle, to make the rise three times
longer than the fall and reduce the rf
accelerating voltage requirement.

The prototype rf cavity for the
Booster has recently provided the
first full-scale demonstration of the
superior performance achievable
with a perpendicularly biased
yttrium-garnet ferrite tuner (a LAMPF
suggestion), as opposed to conven-
tional parallel-biased nickel-zinc
ferrite. Gap voltages of 65 kV have
been obtained with 50 Hz pulse rate
and 46-61 MHz frequency swing.

Two designs are being evaluated
for the ceramic beam pipe needed

within the fast-cycling magnets. One,
built in the UK, follows the
Rutherford ISIS scheme with a sepa-
rate internal wire shield to provide a
low impedance path for the image
currents. The other, being developed
by Science Applications Interna-
tional Corporation (San Diego), has
silver conducting stripes laid down
in grooves on the internal surface of
the pipe.

The kicker prototype follows the
CERN PS transmission-line design
and, in a collaborative effort, has
been shown to be capable of operat-
ing at 50 Hz. Another pulsed deflec-
tion device that is quite novel is the
1 MHz chopper needed to remove
10% of the pulses from the cyclo-
tron, to leave beam gaps for kicker
operation in the new rings. The pro-
totype uses a 0.5 ps coaxial delay line
cable for energy storage and has
achieved 6 kV pulses with rise and fall
times below the 40 ns specification.

Because H- ions are normally ex-
tracted from the cyclotron by strip-
ping, a new resonant extraction sys-
tem has had to be developed to ex-
tract the ions whole. The rf deflec-
tor, electrostatic septum, and first
magnetic channel have already been
installed and tested, demonstrating
approximately 90% extraction effi-
ciency; the 10% lost is intercepted
by a special stripper, avoiding any
irradiation of the extraction elements.

The slow extracted proton beam
will be shared between two lines,
each with two production targets.
Each target will feed at least two
forward K and p channels, and in
some cases backward u channels.
The six charged kaon channels will
have maximum momenta of 0.55,
0.8, 1.5, 2.5, 6 and 21 GeV/c. With
solid angle and momentum accep-
tances ranging from 8 msr x 6% for
the lowest momentum channel to
0.1 msr x 1% for the highest, the
maximum fluxes range from 0.6 to
3.7 x 108 K+/s and from 0.7 to 11 x
107 p/s. A dedicated line and area is
provided for polarized proton beams.

The neutrino production target, fed
by the fast extracted beam, is located
in the main experimental hall for
good crane access, but the neutrino
experimental area is in a separate
building. Target development has
included both modification of an
existing rotating graphite target
(driven and cooled by water) from
graphite to tungsten, and the con-
struction of a prototype target ro-
tated by a flexible cooling line.

Environmental, industrial and
economic impact studies have also
been completed and the cost esti-
mates and schedule updated. The
plan is to share the total cost of Cdn
$708 million equally among the gov-
ernments of Canada, British Colum-
bia, and other participating coun-
tries, along similar lines to the fund-
ing of HERA. The $236 million fed-
eral and provincial shares have each
now been approved, subject to suc-
cessful negotiations on the operat-
ing costs and successful negotiations
abroad for the remaining one-third.
In view of the pledges made in previ-
ous international discussions, the
prospects for this look good on the
time scale envisaged.

In the U.S. there is a potential user
community of several hundred, and
the Nuclear Science Advisory Com-
mittee (NSAC) recommended strong-
ly in favor of a U.S. $75 million con-
tribution in its recent Long Range
Plan; this has been included in DOE
budget planning. Germany, France,
and Italy have promised financial
support proportional to the number
of their potential users. Participa-
tion is also expected from Japan,
where there is strong scientific sup-
port. A number of other countries-
Israel, PR China, South Korea, UK,
and USSR-will contribute man-
power towards design and construc-
tion and equipment for experiments.
The negotiations to confirm these
pledges are expected to take several
months, but we look forward with
confidence now to starting construc-
tion in 1992. O
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CP VIOLATION IN B MESONi

by David Hitlin and Sheldon Stone

An asymmetric electron-positron
storage ring called a "B Factory"
can provide a critical test
of the Standard Model. A

accelerator physicists as well as to experimenters. We will briefly
describe the physics motivation for the widespread interest in B
Factories, as well as some of the unique characteristics of the
experiments to be done at these new accelerators.
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CP Violation

BY CP VIOLATION WE MEAN a lack
of symmetry between the weak
decays of particles and antiparticles.
Until 1957, it had been assumed that
certain symmetries of nature were
self-evident. The discovery of the
non-conservation of parity in the
weak interactions upset this notion.
The violation of parity meant that it is
possible to distinguish between an
event viewed directly and its mirror
image, for most of us a non-intuitive
concept. It was then proposed that a
semblance of intuition could be re-
covered by asserting that symmetry
could be restored by comparing the
direct view of a particle with the
mirror image of its antiparticle, a
concept known as CP symmetry.
This notion held until 1964 when
Christensen, Cronin, Fitch, and
Turlay found CP-violating decays of
the KL meson. This lack of symme-
try in the weak interactions is quite
small (two parts per thousand), as
opposed to parity violation, which is
maximal. Nonetheless, the lack of
CP symmetry in nature has far-
reaching consequences.

Andrei Sakharov showed in 1967
that CP violation, operating at times
of the order of 10-35 seconds after
the big bang, as the universe
entered thermal equilibrium, was
capable of explaining why the
universe we inhabit is dominated by
matter, rather than being a mixure of
matter and antimatter, as it was
initially. This connection with the CP-
violating decays seen in KL decays
gave the phenomenon a role as
central to cosmology as it had
acquired in elementary particle
physics. Ironically, this observation,
one of the primary motivations for
our desire to understand whether the
mechanism of CP violation can be
explained by the so-called "Standard
Model," ipso facto requires physics
beyond the Standard Model, in that
as yet unobserved baryon-number-
violating interactions are also
required to describe the parameters
of the known universe.
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decay spectrum. A third uncertainty
is our lack of knowledge of the top
quark mass, which could be remedied
within the next few years by experi-
ments at the Tevatron. The net result
of these uncertainties is that the exact
shape of the unitarity triangle is not
precisely known. Taking into

account the values of A and A, and
assuming the top quark mass to be
120 GeV, we can say that the point r7,
p must lie in the shaded region of the
figure at the right. Improved measure-
ments in the next few years can
reduce the area of the shaded region
to some extent. Our knowledge of
the three sides of the unitarity tri-
angle, while it does not completely
specify the geometric figure, does
limit the possible range of values of
the angles of the triangle. For ex-
ample, with a top quark mass of
120 GeV, the angle /f can be no
smaller than 15° and no larger than
150°. That is where CP-violating
asymmetry measurements enter;
these asymmetries are directly re-
lated to the angles of the unitarity
triangle. Thus measurements of these
asymmetries have the potential to
test the self-consistency of the Stan-
dard Model: if the angles fall within
the permitted range, we will have
shown that the imaginary parameter
of the six-quark CKM matrix can
describe CP violation. If they fall
outside the permitted range, this
would represent the first failure of
the Standard Model and potentially
the first hint of the new physics that
lies beyond it.

T HE DISCOVERY of unexpectedly
large B0 -B° mixing by ARGUS

in 1987 made it possible to consider
the measurement of CP violation in
the neutral B meson system as a
plausible goal. Indeed, the expected
CP-violating asymmetries could be
as large as many tens of percent. The
difficulty is that the modes in which
these large asymmetries could occur
have very small decay rates. Since
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mt = 120 GeV

2

the branching fraction for these
modes is expected to be of the order
of 10- 4 to 10-5, measuring these large
asymmetries requires large samples
of B mesons, as many as 108. In order
to acquire a sufficient number of B
mesons in a reasonable time, it is
necessary to build a storage ring that
can operate at the Y(4S) resonance
with a luminosity 15-20 times that
achieved thus far. The Y(4S) decays
into either B°B° or B+B- pairs. Even
this does not suffice, however; it is
also necessary that in the B Factory
accelerator the energies of the elec-
tron and positron beams be unequal,
hence the name "asymmetric B
Factory." The motivation for this
comes from a combination of physics
and technology. The CP-violating
asymmetries we wish to measure at
the Y(4S) resonance are proportional
to sin(ti - t2), where t1 and t2 are the
times at which the B0 and B0 mesons
decay. Since the two B mesons can
decay in either time order, a measure-
ment that includes all possible times
and time orders is in effect an
integration from -oo < tl - t2 < 0,
which is an even function of t1 - t2
Since sin( tl -t2) is an odd function of
tl - t2, such a measurement of neces-
sity yields an answer of zero.

The way around this conundrum
was proposed in 1987 by Pier Oddone
of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
Clearly, the way to come up with a
non-zero result is to make a mea-
surement that is not symmetric in
tl - t 2. How can we do this? Such a
measurement requires the ability to
measure distances less than the aver-
age flight path of a B0 meson before it
decays. In a conventional storage ring,
with the Y(4S) stationary in the
laboratory, B0 mesons produced in

1

r7

0

-1 0 1

p

The shaded area shows the region of the (p, r7) plane in which the apex of the
unitarity triangle must fall (based on the measurement of CP-violating asymmetries)
if the Standard Model description of CP violation is correct. The dashed-line triangle
represents the largest value of f allowed (i.e., the largest CP asymmetry in the
decay Bd -> J/lKs°). The white triangle represents the smallest value of p allowed.
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Y(4S) decay travel a mean distance
of 19 um before decay. In spite of the
rapid progress in precision vertex
detection over the last several years,
this accuracy is well beyond anything
we can hope to achieve in the for-
seeable future. Oddone proposed to
resolve this problem by taking
advantage of the Lorentz boost in the
lifetime of a particle that is moving
rapidly with respect to the laboratory
system. That is, if the Y(4S) state
were to be made in motion in the
laboratory, the B0 and B° mesons
produced when it decays would also
be moving rapidly in the lab. If the
velocity of the Y(4S) were to be around
half the speed of light, the mean
distance traveled in the laboratory
before a B meson decayed could be
boosted to perhaps 200 um, a distance
that is readily measurable. Now it
would be possible to effectively make
the limits of integration unsymmetri-
cal, so that the measured CP asym-
metry is non-zero. This can be accom-
plished by making the energies of
the electron and positron beams un-
equal, typically with a ratio of ener-
gies of about three to one.

A N EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE
CP violation in the B meson

system requires a detector that is
conceptually similar to existing e+e-

detectors, such as CLEO II now
operating at the CESR storage ring at
Cornell. A new detector must cope
with higher crossing frequencies of
the beams (there are, for example,
1658 bunches in the proposed PEP-
based B Factory at SLAC, which
means that there would be a beam
crossing every four nanoseconds),
much higher event rates, and higher
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backgrounds and radiation levels. In
addition to the conventional drift
chamber tracking system in a 1 to
1.5 Tesla solenoidal magnetic field
and a high quality electromagnetic
calorimeter, such as the CLEO II
cesium iodide device, a B factory
detector must have a high precision
vertex detector capable of measuring
positions of charged tracks to a spatial
accuracy of 15 uim and, in order to
reduce backgrounds in B decay final
states, a system for positively identi-
fying charged particle species. A data
acquisition system capable of coping
with very high event rates is, of
course, also needed. A possible detec-
tor is shown schematically on the
previous page. It consists of the vertex
detector followed by a charged par-
ticle tracking chamber, the charged
particle identification system, and
the electromagnetic calorimeter.
These devices are contained in a
solenoidal coil, which is in turn inside
a magnetic flux return that incor-
porates a system for identifying
muons. Development work on these
detector subsystems is underway in
laboratories throughout the world.

The measurment of CP violation
in B° meson decay presents one of
the most exciting experimental
challenges in high energy physics for
the coming decade. Groups in the
United States (at SLAC and Cornell),
at KEK in Japan, in Novosibirsk in
Russia, and in Europe are currently
working on B factory initiatives. We
are confident that one or more of
these efforts will come to fruition. A
B Factory presents our best hope for
confronting the Standard Model with
a novel test in the '90s: ascertaining
whether it can indeed explain the
crucial phenomenon of CP violation.
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Fermilab and SLAC
Co-Sponsor History Symposium

THE RISE OF THE
STANDARD MODEL

The Third
International
Symposium on the
History of Particle
Physics will be held
June 24-27, 1992, at
Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center

IN LATE JUNE 1992, SLAC WILL HOST
the Third International Symposium on the History of
Particle Physics, which it will sponsor jointly with Fermilab.
At this gathering, a group of eminent physicists will meet
with historians, philosophers, and sociologists of science to
explore the major scientific, technological, and social
developments of the 1960s and 1970s that led to the
currently dominant Standard Model of elementary particles
and forces.
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This symposium will be the third
in a series that began at Fermilab in
1980. The first, titled "The Birth of
Particle Physics," explored the early
roots of the field-from about 1930
through the discovery of the pion in
1947. In 1985, the second conference,
"Pions to Quarks," picked up where
the first left off and examined develop-
ments that occurred during the 1950s,
when particle physics passed through
its "adolescence" and became an in-
dependent subfield; this period ended
in 1963 with the formulation of the
quark hypothesis.

The theme and title of this third
symposium is "The Rise of the Stan-
dard Model." Most of the theoretical
foundations for this major advance in
our thinking about elementary par-
ticles were laid down in the 1960s,
followed immediately by a decade of
experimental discovery and consoli-
dation. Although there are plenty of
loose ends remaining, the Standard
Model has endured in essentially its
present form for more than a decade.
The time has come to begin reviewing
the events and processes that led to its
establishment as the dominant theory
of particle physics today.

The focus of the Symposium will
be on the major advances that occurred
during the core period from 1964 to
19 79, but related events that happened
before or after this time will be in-
cluded in the program. Several theo-
retical developments that began in
prior years-including gauge field
theories and spontaneous symmetry
breaking-reached their full flowering
during this period. Colliding-beam
techniques came to the fore, replacing
fixed-target experiments as the
principal means of probing the high-
energy frontier, while the 4 pi

electronic detector replaced the bubble
chamber as the instrument of choice.
To build this increasingly massive
and costly equipment, the experimen-
tal collaborations grew to almost a
hundred physicists hailing from a
number of different institutions.

The Symposium will begin on
Wednesday, June 24, and continue
through Saturday, June 27. In addi-
tion to opening and closing sessions,
there will be five plenary sessions
organized around the following top-
ics: Heavy Quarks and Leptons; Ac-
celerators, Detectors, and Laborato-
ries; Toward Gauge Theories; The
Search for Electroweak Unification;
and From Quarks to QCD. There will
also be two panel discussions: one on
Symmetry Breaking and the other on
Science Policy and the Sociology of
Big Laboratories.

Steven Weinberg will deliver the
opening talk, and Sheldon Glashow
will summarize the Symposium; the
featured banquet speaker is Murray
Gell-Mann. Other physicists speak-
ing in the sessions include: James
Bjorken, Jerome Friedman, Gerhard
't Hooft, Makoto Kobayashi, Leon
Lederman, Burton Richter, Samuel
Ting, and Robert Wilson. Among the
scholars of science who will share
their insights on this period are Peter
Galison, John Heilbron, John Krige,
Michael Redhead, Sylvan Schweber,
and Sharon Traweek.

The Symposium is being organized
by LillianHoddeson, Michael Riordan,
Laurie Brown, Max Dresden, and Nina
Adelman Stolar. For further informa-
tion, contact Ms. Stolar at SLAC,
MS 70, Box 4349, Stanford, CA 94309,
telephone (415) 926-2282; telefax
(415) 926-4999; and the BITNET ad-
dress is NINA@SLACVM. 0
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CONTRIB UTORS

Michael Craddock Peter Kitching David Hitlin Sheldon Stone

MICHAEL CRADDOCK is head of the KAON Factory Accelerator Division at TRIUMF and deputy project leader. He

joined the faculty at the University of British Columbia in 1964, played a major role in preparing the propopsal for

the TRIUMF cyclotron, and became group leader for beam dynamics. Since 1977 he has worked on designing and
promoting the KAON Factory and still believes that he will see it working before he retires.

PETER KITCHING is a professor of physics and Director of the Centre for Subatomic Research at the University of
Alberta. He was Associate Director and Head of the Science Division of TRIUMF from 1983 to 1988 and acted as
Head of the Science Division of the KAON Factory Project Definition Study. As a part of this study, jointly funded

by the Canadian federal government and the British Columbia provincial government and completed in 1990, he
organized a series of workshops on the science that could be pursued at the KAON Factory. These workshops were
held in North America, Europe, and Japan. His main scientific interest is the experimental search for rare kaon
decays, and he is currently a member of the collaboration carrying out an experiment to look for the decay of a kaon
into a pion and a neutrino-antineutrino pair (E787) at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

DAVID HITLIN is Professor of Physics at Caltech. He has been active in experiments at SLAC since 1969, emphasizing
the study of the weak decays of KL mesons and of charmed particles and the J/y with the Mark II and Mark III
detectors at SPEAR. He also managed the design and construction of the SLAC Large Detector Liquid Argon

Calorimeter system. He has for the past few years been heavily involved in the effort to upgrade the PEP storage ring

into a high-luminosity asymmetric-energy B Factory for the study of CP violation. He is the current chairman of

the SLAC users organization.

SHELDON STONE did his undergraduate work at Brooklyn College and his graduate work at the University of
Rochester. He has been a member of the CLEO collaboration since its beginning. He has made a contribution to both
hardware development and physics analysis. He participated in the construction of the dE/dx wire proportional
chambers for the original detector and the construction of the CsI calorimeter for CLEO II. His analysis work has
been mostly in the areas of B meson and charm meson decays. This work includes the discovery of the B and Ds

mesons and measurement of many properties of their decays. He is now a professor at Syracuse University.
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